Name:

Student Name:

Role (Mentor, School Liaison, Parent, etc.):

Student Concern and Incident Report

Please complete the following form if you have a concern about a student related (but not limited) to the following matters: abuse, neglect, child endangerment, or their threat to harm himself/herself or others. If a specific incident took place that needs to be addressed, please skip ahead.

Please Provide Information Regarding the Concern:

How did you learn about the concern?

☐ Student disclosed the matter

☐ Student suggested that concerning conduct has occurred or may occur

☐ Mentor observed concerning conduct or believes concerning conduct is taking place due to change in mentee behavior or other reason

Please Describe Further:

If you are not reporting a concern but a specific incident, please describe below:

Date Incident Occurred: ____/____/________

Signature: ____________________________________  Date: ____/____/_______

Please submit the form to:
Montgomery County Ohio College Promise
1401 S. Main Street, Suite 100
Dayton, OH 45409

College Promise will share with the High School and provide you with further instructions.